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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

River Bend Station
NRC Inspection Report 50-458/97-008

This inspection included aspects of licensee operations, maintenance, engineering, and
plant support. The report covers a 6-week period of resident inspection.

Operations

In general, the conduct of plant operators was professional and reflected a focus on*

safety. Decisions made in support of maintenance were usually conservative
(Section 01.1).

A noncited violation (NCV) was identified for f ailing to enter the Technical*

Specification (TS) Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) when two containment
isolation valves were rendered inoperable (Section 01.2).

The operators responded well to the May 6 loss of two reactor feedwater pumps by*

manually scramming the reactor in anticipation of an automatic scram on low water
level in the reactor vessel. The licensee's staff also demonstrated good teamwork
as they dealt with the complications caused by the loss of power (Section 01.3).

The Equipment Out of Service (EOOS) monitor in the control room was not*

. adequately maintained current with the Safety and Engineering Analysis (SEA)
computer, resulting in differences in calculated risk (Section 02.3).

>

Contingencies planned, but not used, for operating with reactor recirculation system*

flow control Valve (FCV) B locked open conflicted with the TS (Section O3.1). j
i

Maintenance |
i

The workers who inadvertently cut and shorted a control cable while breaching a*
;

penetration .in the turbine building f acilitated a timely determination of the cause of j
the scram on May 6 by promptly informing the control room when the lights went '

out (Section 01.3).

Maintenance performed on a low pressure core spray system output breaker was*

well conducted (Section M1.1).

|The licensee's approach to the weld failure on the FCV B vent valve was*
j

appropriate to the circumstances (Section M1.2). j

Plant personnel demonstrated excellent performance in the planning,*
1

troubleshooting, and repair of FCV B. Exposures were kept as low as reasonably |

achievable (ALARA) through the use of mockups and frequent briefings !

(Section M1.3). j
l

Surveillance tests observed were well conducted (Section M1.4).*

I

!
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An NCV was identified for three examples of failing to properly establish clearances*

for maintenance work (Section M4.1).

-| Enaineerina

The Significant Event Response Team (SERT) issued a thorough and comprehansive*

root cause analysis report after investigating the scram of May 6,1997. The ;oot
causes and corrective actions were appropriate to the circumstances
(Section 01.3).

An NCV was identified for failing to properly configure the standby gas treatment*

system (SGTS) with the recirculation dampers open during surveillance testing
(Section E1.1).

|

Plant Suocort i

Housekeeping was excellent throughout the plant, with minor exceptions noted*-

during a drywell walkdown inspection (Sections 01.1 and O2.1).

A violation was identified for failing to declare a Notification of Unusual*

Event (NOUE) when operators determined that reactor coolant system pressure
boundary leakage existed (Section P4.1).

The licensee's fire protection program was flawed in the area of hourly fire watch*

implementation in that no process was in place to ensure that the hourly tours were
completed as scheduled. A violation resulted from a failure to properly implement
105 hourly firewatch tours. Also, an NCV resulted from a failure to properly
implement one hourly firewatch tour for a different reason (Section F1.1).

,
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Report Details

Summarv of Plant Status

The plant operated at essentially 100 percent power from the beginning of this inspection
period until May 6,1997, when an operator manually scrammed the reactor upon loss of
power to two of the three reactor feedwater pumps. This forced the plant into an outage
where the licensee could repair a stuck reactor recirculation FCV and resolve the slowly
increasing drywell unidentified leak rate. With repairs completed, the outage ended on
May 17, as the main generator was synchronized to the power grid. Operators increased
power to 100 percent power on May 20, where the plant continued to operate until the
end of this inspection period. '

l. Operations

01 Conduct of Operations

01.1 General Comments (71707)

The inspectors conducted frequent reviews of ongoing plant operations, including
control room observations, attendance at plan-of-the-day meetings, and plant tours.
In general, the conduct of plant operators was professional and reflected a focus on
safety. Decisions made in support of maintenance were usually conservative based
on the inspectors' independent reviews of TS LCOs entered and exited, with
exception of the problem discussed in Section 01.2 below. During plant tours, the
inspectors found that housekeeping continued to be excellent.

01.2 Failure to Enter Containment isolation Valve LCO

a. Inspection Scoce (71707)

i

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's actions in response to Condition
i

Report (CR) 97-0762, where the operators identified a failure to enter the '

appropriate TS LCO when two primary containment isolation motor-operated
valves (MOV) were deenergized in the open position for routine maintenance on the
actuators,

b. Observations and Findinas

At 4:15 a.m. on May 21,1997, a clearance order was implemented to perform
preventive maintenance activities on the actuators of primary containment isolation
Valves E12-MOVF004A, the low pressure coolant injection (LPCI) Pump A
suppression pool suction, and E12 MOVF064A, the LPCI Pump A miniflow bypass.
This action rendered LPCI Train A inoperable. The operators entered TS LCO 3.5.1,
which requires restoration of LPCI Train A in 7 days or shut down of the plant. The ;

operators also appropriately entered TS LCO 3.6.2.3, which requires Train A
suppression pool cooling to be restored in 7 days or shut down of the plant.

I

I

i
i

l
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At 8:58 a.m. on May 21, the operators recognized that the two pnmary
containment isolation valves mentioned above were deenergized in the open I

|

position, thereby disabling the safety function of manual containment isolation.
|

TS LCO 3.6.1.3 requires the affected flow paths to be isolated within 4 hours or the I

plant placed in Mode 3 (Hot Shutdown) in 12 hours. TS LCOs for neither of the
va.lves were entered as required by Operations Section Procedure OSP-0040, "LCO I

Tracking and Safety Function Determination Program," Revision 2. By 9:30 a.m., I

power was restored to the valves and they were shut. The valves were inoperable l

for 5 hours and 15 minutes and, therefore, the plant was not in a condition I
prohibited by the TS. The operators initiated a CR to enter this item into the
licensee's corrective action system.

The inspectors discussed this item with the Operations Superintendent, who stated
that the tagging official and operating crew did not recognize that the two valves

|
were containment isolation valves. The licensee stated it was acceptable to allow ;

work on a valve being used as the containment isolation boundary, but the normal )practice was to use an upstream valve to isolate the penetration for containment I

isulation purposes. If the valve being worked was the isolation boundary, the I

licensee would shut and deactivate the valve and allow operation of the valve for |
retesting under administrative controls per TS 3.6.1.3.

]

For corrective actions the licensee planned to revise Operations Section Procedure
OSP-0038, " Protective Tagging Guidelines," Revision 3, to list examples of lessons
learned from deficient clearances implemented for MOVs (i.e., considerations for
manual containment isolation valves or valves that may change position during
maintenance). The individuals were counseled on their fundamental license i

responsibilities to recognize all TS LCO conditions when removing equipment from !

service or an equipment failure occurred. Shift briefings were being developed for
all shift crews and the work control staff on the lessons learned and implications of
this event. The licensee commenced an evaluation of when similar clearances were
implemented, which was typically near the end of the night shift when there was a |
lot of activity preparing for watch relief and setting up to support the day's |
scheduled maintenance activities. The licensee was considering adding more
prominent visual aids on the main control room panels to identify manual
containment isolation valves, such as the two valves discussed above. Finally, the
licensee scheduled a Corrective Action Review Board to address this issue to ensure
all of the root causes were addressed in the corrective actions.

The failure to document entry into TS LCO 3.6.1.3 in accordance with Procedure
OSP-0040 is a violation of TS 5.4.1.a. However, this licensee-identified and
corrected violation is being treated as an NCV consistent with Section Vll.B.1 of the
NRC Enforcement Policy. Specifically, the violation was identified by the licensee,

| and was not willful, actions taken as a result of a previous violation should not have
i corrected this probiem, and appropriate corrective actions were completed by the
'

licensee (50-458/97008-01),

t
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c. Conclusions

,

|

| An NCV was identified for failing to enter to enter TS LCOs for two containment
'

i isolation valves. The tagging official and the operators did not recognize that the
' two valves were containment isolation valves. The operators identified the
| discrepancy within the time allowed by the TS to shut down the plant.
|

01.3 Manual Scram Uoon Loss of Two Reactor Feedwater Pumos

a. Insoection Scope (93702, 37551,71707)

i

The inspectors observed and reviewed the operator and equipment response to the i
May 6,1997, event when the reactor was manually scrammed following the loss of I

power to two of the three reactor feedwater pumps. The inspectors also evaluated
the licensee's root cause analysis report and post-scram report generated by
Operations.

|

b. Observations and Findinas

At 9:02 a.m. on May 6, a reactor operator manually scrammed the reactor in
anticipation of an imminent reactor vessel Level 3 automatic scram, because
electrical power had been lost to Reactor Feedwater Pumps B and C. The remaining
Pump A could not sustain reactor vessel water level with the plant operating at full
power, nor was it designed to do so. The operators entered the appropriate
emergency and abnormal operating procedures. All engineered safety feature
systems responded, as designed, and offsite power was not lost or degraded during
this event.

Onsite power Breakers NPS-ACB27, NNS-ACB15, and ENS-ACB26 tripped as a
result of the loss of voltage on 13.8-kV nonsafety-related Bus B,4.16-kV
safety-related Bus B, and two 4.16-kV nonsafety-related busses, one of which
supplied power to the safety-related high pressure core spray bus. The Divisions il
and ||1 emergency diesel generators (EDG) automatically started and restored
safety-related power to their respective busses; however, loss of the
nonsafety-related busses resulted in the loss of reactor recirculation Pump B and
nonsafety-related power to reactor protection system (RPS) Motor-Generator B. The '

loss of the motor-generator set resulted in certain containment isolation valves '

shutting, such as cooling and purge water to the reactor recirculating pump seals.
The operators then secured reactor recirculating Pump A to minimize damage to the
seal. This action placed the reactor in natural circulation cooling. The operators
maintained reactor pressure vessel water inventory using reactor feedwater Pump A
and controlled pressure using the safety / relief valves. The lowest reactor water
level recorded was -18 inches, which was about 12 feet above the top of active
fuel. Since some of the steam loads could not be isolated because of the power
losses, the operators closed the outboard main steam isolation valves to prevent
exceeding the maximum allowed cooldown rate.
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The operators responded well to this event, considering the obstacles encountered. |

They worked as a team, and communicated well. The control room supervisor
maintained good command and control; however, his articulation of goals and
priorities to the crew was not as frequent and as clear as had been observed at
other events at River Bend in the past.

Besides the task of understanding what had occurred with the onsite power sources
while shutting down and stabilizing the plant, the operators were challenged by the
inability to restore RPS B power through normal means so that the containment
isolation valves could be reopened and the affected systems restored. RPS B
electrical protection assembly (EPA) Breaker H would not close to connect
safety-related power to RPS B via the power line conditioner. Because the EPA
undervoltage relay reset point overlapped the normal output voltage of the power
line conditioner, the EPA could not be reset. This was exacerbated by the control
room operators discovering that they could not manually control EDG voltage to
compensate for the voltage overlap with the EPA. Subsequent troubleshooting
revealed a failed relay in the EDG manual voltage control circuit, which was I

replaced prior to startup. Although this failed relay complicated the scram recovery,
the relay had no effect on the ability of the EDG to perform its intended safety
function to start and automatically load the bus at rated voltage and frequency. j

|The inspectors later observed the change of the EPA reset point to eliminate the '

overlap problem with the power line conditioners. The more significant challenges
encountered by the operators as a result of this EPA problem were as follows- 1

1
1

Reactor recirculating Pumps A and B seal purge and cooling remained*

isolated long enough for the seals to reach abnormally high temperatures,
which increased the probability of elastomer seal ring damage. As a
precaution, the licensee replaced the Pump B seal and inspected the
elastomers. Pump B was selected because the licensee noted higher ;

temperatures than on the Pump A seal. There was no damage on the |
Pump B seal, so the Pump A seal was not replaced. I

Because reactor water cleanup and shutdown cooling was also isolated, and*

since no forced circulation was available, this resulted in an uneven
cooldown of the reactor. The differential temperature between the bottom
head and the steam dome exceeded 100 F and prevented a subsequent
reactor recirculating pump start once RPS power was restored and the
isolation was cleared.

Drywell sump drains were isolated, preventing containment sump pump*

operation and invalidating leakage monitoring in the drywell.

Nonsafety-related chilled water to the containment unit coolers remained*

isolated, complicating containment pressure control.
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At 1:59 p.m. on May 7, the plant entered Mode 4 (Cold Shutdown). The licensee
commenced a forced outage and repaired FCV B (discussed in Section M1.3 below),
replaced the reactor recirculation Pump B seal, replaced a failed weld on the FCV B
vent valve (discussed in Section M1.2 below), replaced leaking packing on inboard
Main Steam Isolation Valve (MSIV) B, and accomplished cold shutdown surveillance
tests.

The licensee implemented a SERT to investigate the causes and effects of the
scram. On May 12, the SERT issued a well written, detailed report that was
reviewed by the inspectors. The SERT determined that workers performing an
authorized modification severed and shorted two conductors in a cable while
removing low density silicon elastomer from a cable penetration in the turbine
building floor. The shorted conductors actuated two lockout relays, which in turn
tripped three breakers supplying power to the River Bend busses. When the
workers removing the elastomer reached a depth of about 14 inches, the lights
went out in the turbine building. The workers stopped and found the end of a cable
in the hole. The workers promptly notified the control room, an operator in the
turbine building, and an electrician of the potential for a cut cable. This action
facilitated the determination of the cause of the scram; however, the SERT
questioned the controls for breaching penetrations.

The SERT found that there was no site standard, procedure, or formal guidance for
breaching a penetration. The tools to be used, the method of digging, placement of
the hole, and how close to come to the existing cable tray were either
communicated informally or left to the skill c.f the craft. The work package had a j
single line instruction which read, " Breach Seal H2F01 to accommodate the addition I

of a 3/4 inch diameter electrical cable in Cable Tray 1TC445N." The accepted tools
used consisted of a ball peen hammer and a screwdriver to dig out the elastomer. |
In the view of the SERT, the large number of penetrations bre3ched without incident |
over the past several years led the licensee to have a high ccmfort level with the I
methods used and the risk imposed when breaching penetra' ions with existing cable
runs. The above work package was not recognized as a high risk activity by those I
involved with the planning and authorization of the work.

For immediate corrective action, the Plant Modification and Const.uction Group
informed the inspectors that they would not breach any more penetrations
containing unprotected electrical cable or internal conduit seals until individuals
performing the breach were trained on the use of nonmetallic tools and the cable

1

identification (impact) and breach location have been identified in a formal
Engineering Request. For the long term, the licensee indicated that a formal
procedure was being developed to prescribe methods for safely breaching
penetrations and removing penetration material using tools that will not damage
cables.

Prior to startup, the inspectors examined the post-scram report and found no
discrepancies. On May 14, the plant entered Mode 2 (Startup), and achieved full ,
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power operation on May 20. The inspectors observed portions of the startup+

activities and noted good performance on the part of the operators. The startup
i was conducted in a safe, deliberate manner in accordance with the applicable )
: ' operating procedures. Unidentified drywell leakage was successfully reduced from '

approximately 2.6 gpm to 0.1 gpm as a result of leak repairs.
1

c. Conclusions
:
'

The operators responded well to the May 6 loss of two reactor feedwater pumps by
manually scramming the reactor in anticipation of an automatic scram on low water
level .in the reactor vessel. The licensee's staff also demonstrated good teamwork
as they dealt with the complications caused by the loss of power.

|

The workers who inadvertently cut and shorted a control cable while breaching a
penetration in the turbine building facilitated a timely determination of the cause of |
the scram on May 6 by promptly informing the control room when the lights went |
out.

The SERT issued a thorough and comprehensive root cause analysis report after
investigating the scram of May 6. The root causes and corrective actions were
appropriate to the circumstances.

O2 Operational Status of Facilities and Equipment

O2.1 Drvwell Walkdown

a. Insnection Scope (71707)

On May 13,1997, at the conclusion of a forced outage, the inspectors toured the ]
drywell with licensee management to verify that the plant was ready for plant
startup.

b. Observations and Findinas

The inspectors noted that the housekeeping in the drywell was good, with the
exception of a few pieces of tape floating in the suppression pool and a rag and a ;

pad duct-taped to a support at lower elevations of the drywell. Licensee
management thoroughly examined all areas to ensure that loose debris was
removed such that the operability of the emergency core cooling systems would not
be challenged by clogged suction strainers.

During the tour, the inspectors noted that Valve 1E12*FO10, a manual isolation
valve in the residual heat removal (RHR) system, was locked open in a questionable
manner. Valve 1E12*FO10 was locked using a heavy chain and lock with the chain '

attached to the valve's handwheel and a nearby structural support and conduit.
The inspectors were concerned that this configuration may have established an i

i
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|
: unanalyzed restraint on the RHR system or could result in damage to the conduit, |

during any movement of the RHR piping. The licensee relocked the valve such that ]
<

i the chain was attached to the valve handwheel and yoke, thus removing the !

questionable restraint. The licensee initiated a CR to enter this problem into the i4

corrective action pr' gram. Io

|<

1 The inspector discussed this observation with the Mechanical Design Engineering
Manager, who stated that Valve 1E12*FO10 was improperly locked from a
mechanical design perspective. The inspector noted that licensee procedures did |
not provide direction as to prohibited practices for locking valves.' The licensee |

*

stated that they depended on " common sense" that operators would never lock and
chain a valve to structural supports or other safety-related equipment. However,
because of the issue with Valve 1E12*FO10, the licensee initiated a revision to
Operations Section Procedure OSP-0014, " Administrative Control of Equipment

"

and/or Devices," which provided direction for locking valves. The inspectors
' considered the licensee's actions appropriate to resolve the valve locking issue,

which was of relatively minor safety significance.

c. Conclusions

Housekeeping in the drywell prior to startup from a forced outage was good, with
minor exceptions. Operators inappropriately locked and chained a valve to a
structural support and conduit such that the chain could become an unanalyzed
restraint. Although engineering personnel recognized that this was an unacceptable
practice, no formal direction or training was given to operators to prevent improper !
locking of valves until this issues was identified. )

,

1

O2.2 Failure to Maintain On-Line Risk Monitor |

a. insoection Scoce (71707) |

l

During routine tours, the inspectors reviewed a sample of the licensee's actions to l

evaluate the edect on risk of removing safety-related equipment from service.

b. Observations and Findinos

On April 23,1997, the inspectors noted that on April 21, f .e licensee had removed
i

several safety-related components from service to perform on-line maintenance. |
The operators removed Division I of the control room air conditioning system, RHR
Train A, and a bank of standby service water cooling tower fans from service
concurrently to support the preventive maintenance schedule. The licerisee's SEA |
Group had performed a quantitative risk assessment during the previous week and I

determined that the plant would be in " condition yellow," which meant the
configuration represented an " acceptable risk."

|
|

w -
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! However, when the equipment listed was removed from service on April 21, the
shift technical advisor (STA) performed a real-time risk assessment using the control

! room EOOS monitor. This time the EOOS monitor output stated that the plant was
in " condition orange," which meant that the plant configuration represented "high j
risk." Licensee procedures required senior management approval to enter " condition J
orange" and required the operators to take compensatory actions and protect the i

operable redundant safety trains. These actions were not taken. The STA
,

contacted the SEA group, who informed the STA that the control room EOOS '

monitor was incorrect and that the computer used by the SEA group provided the |
correct risk assessment; therefore, no further action was required. The SEA group
later explained that the EOOS monitor modeled the pregenerated cut sets in error
and, later on April 21, they changed the EOOS computer to model the regenerated |
cutsets, which brought the computers into agreement. |

|

The inspector questioned the licensee as to why they did not take the more
conservative action prescribed by procedures when in " condition orange" when a I

conflict arose between the SEA. and the control room EOOS monitor. The licensee
stated that the EOOS monitor in the control room was considered a backup to the
official risk monitor operated by SEA personnel. 1

The inspectors noted that " River Bend Station On-Line Maintenance Guidelines,"
Revision 0, described the licensee's process for on-line risk monitoring. The SEA
group was required to perform the risk assessment the week prior to the work
occurring, during the planning stages. However, if emergent work or delays
resulted in plant configurations that were not anticipated in the work week planning
stages, the STA was required to use the EOOS monitor in the control room to
ensure that the risk was acceptable or the proper actions were taken. These
actions could be necessary on backshifts and weekends when the SEA group was |
not present. Therefore, the licensee took credit for the EOOS monitor in the control
room to meet the risk assessment requirements in the maintenance rule. |

On April 30, the inspectors questioned the licensee as to why the administrative
feature concerning which modeling techniques to use were not the same for both
the EOOS monitor and the SEA computer. The SEA group could not explain how
this administrative level feature had been changed but explained to the inspectors
that changing back to regenerated cutsets brought the EOOS computer in line with I
the SEA computer. To preclude a repeat of this problem, the SEA group added a
precaution to the on-line maintenance guidelines for EOOS users not to change
administrative level features without consulting the SEA group first.

c. Conclusions

The licensee did not adequately maintain the capability to quantify plant risk in that
the EOOS monitor used by control room personnel contained an incorrect risk
model.

,
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O3 Operations Procedures and Documentation

03.1 Reactor Recirculation FCV B Continaencies

a. Inspection Scope (71707)

,

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's contingency plans for operating the plant
;

with reactor recirculation system FCV B locked in the open position to ensure that i
these plans were consistent with regulatory requirements.

b. Observations and Findinas ;

The licensee developed contingencies to operate with FCV B locked open so that
operators would be familiar with the alternate actions to be taken when abnormal

; procedures directed the operators to rapidly decrease reactor power with the FCVs.
!

The inspectors noted that the contingency for loss of the bus duct cooling fan
required a rapid reduction in power using FCV A. With FCV B locked open, this
action would result in a mismatch of flow between the two recirculation loops.
TS 3.4.1 requires loop mismatch to be maintained within 5 percent when reactor
power is greater than or equal to 70 percent and the mismatch must be within
10 percent when reactor power is less than 70 percent. Step 7 of this contingency
stated that if loop flow mismatch requirements could not be met within 2 hours,
then enter TS 3.0.3. However, the inspectors noted that TS 3.4.1 requires the
licensee to secure one recirculation pump if matched flow cannot be restored within
2 hours. The inspectors noted that the basis for TS 3.0.3 states that entry into
TS 3.0.3 shall not be used for operationa! convenience.

1

1

The inspectors discussed this observation with the Operations Manager, who
initially stated that entering TS 3.0.3 for loop flow mismatch problems would
facilitate recovery of the plant following a loss of bus duct cooling. Later the
Operations Manager stated that the coltingency plan was not a procedure on how
to manipulate the plant, but a listing of the potential challenges operators may face.
The contingencies were developed and documented only to help oversight groups to
determine if continued operation with FCV B locked open was prudent.

Although licensee management stated that these contingencies were not
procedures, the contingencies were kept on the control room supervisor's desk and
in the at-the-controls area in the control room for quick reference by the operating
crews, in addition, the contingencies contained several "if . . . then'' statements,
which appeared to be providing direction.

The licensee did not use any of these contingencies because on May 6,1997, the
reactor was manually scrammed as discussed in Section 01.3 of this report. During
the forced shutdown following the scram, the licensee repaired and retested FCV B,
so the operational contingencies were not necessary. Although the contingencies
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. . I
were not used, the inspector concluded that, if the contingencies had been fc!! owed I

as written, the licensee would have operated nonconservatively and not in I

accordance with the TS.

,
c. Conclus_i_o_n_s

| |
| Contingency plans for operating with FCV B locked open contained apparent
! direction that conflicted with the TS. Licensee oversight groups that reviewed the

1

L evaluation to support operation with FCV B locked open did not perform sufficiently |

; detai|ed reviews to identify the conflict.
!

. II. Maintenance 1

M1 Conduct of Maintenance
,

|

| M1.1 General Comments on Maintenance Activities
!

I a. Insoection Scoce (6270.11
;

The inspectors observed portions of work activities covered by the following
maintenance action items (mal)

i

* MAI P594145: Replace low pressure core spray pump output breaker j
;

L (May 2,1997). l

MAI 311255: Troubleshooting and repair of reactor recirculation*

system flow control Valve B (May 8-1.2).

b. Observations and Findinas

The inspectors found the work performed under the above listed MAls to be
professional and thorough. Maintenance technicians demonstrated good foreign
material exclusion practices and good attention to detail by following the work

i

instructions and peer checking. The technicians were experienced and I

knowledgeable of their assigned tasks. The inspectors frequently observed the I
presence of supervision and system engineers monitoring job progress and resolving
questions. Appropriate clearances were utilized for personnel and equipment safety
and the operators entered the correct TS LCOs. i

M1.2 Failure of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundarv Weld
i

; a. Insoection Scoce (62707)
|

| The inspectors reviewed the licensee's actions following discovery of a cracked and ;
' leaking weld on a vent valve located on reactor recirculation system FCV B. i

L
!

l

i

!
(

.-. - - --
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b. Observations and Findinas

Prior to the scram of May 6,1997, the licensee had been monitoring unidentified
drywell leakage for several months as it slowly trended upward from approximately
0.5 gpm in November 1996 to approximately 2.6 gpm on May 5,1997.
Engineering analyzed drywell drain sump samples, drywell unit cooler condensate
flow, and drywell atmospheric particulate and gaseous monitor indications and
determined the most probable location of the leak to be the stem packing on inboard
MSIV B. This was further supported by the fact that this packing gland had to be
adjusted during the previous startup.

During the drywell walkdown that followed the scram of May 6, MSIV B packing
was found to be leaking but, in addition, a smallleak was found spraying from the
socket (fillet) weld at the inlet of the vent valve on FCV B. The weld was reported
to be leaking about 180 around the circumference. The vent valve was connected
to the top of the bonnet on FCV B by a 3/4-inch pipe about 4 inches long. This
was a single valve backed up by a threaded pipe cap on the downstream side. The
valve was made of SA-182, F316 stainless steel. The connecting pipe material was
SA-312,' 316L stainless steel. The inspectors reviewed the installation
documentation (Maintenance Work Order R164796) dated May 10,1994, when
this valve was last replaced because of seat leakage. The documentation was in
order and reflected the appropriate quality assurance involvement. The weld
material requisition correctly specified the filler metal to have been ER316L stainless
steel.

When the maintenance worker removed the pipe weld to the FCV B bonnet and
attempted to break the removed weld loose to remove the valve assembly, the
defective weld failed the rest of the way. The licensee took the assembly to the
shop and examined the failed weld visually and by a microscope. The weld metal
was cracked through the full thickness at the throat of the weld in a jagged plane
from the throat to close to the root of the weld. The weld had failed
circumferentially about 240 . On the request of the inspectors, the licensee
determined the weld to be nonmagnetic, which was a simple test to support the
weld installation documentation.

The licensee speculated that the most likely causes of the weld failure could have
been a weld defect (i.e., solidification cracking or inclusions) or possibly weld
chemistry. The licensee further speculated that, because this particular weld was
severely ground on, the grinding marks may have masked a surface defect that
otherwise may have been detected by liquid penetrant testing. The licensee stated
that the above possible failure mechanisms can only be determined by a
metallurgical laboratory licensed to handle radioactive material. The failed weld
could not be decontaminated for unrestricted handling. As of the end of this
inspection period, the licensee was in the process of contracting a laboratory. The
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inspectors will follow up on the licensee's determination of the root cause of the
I

weld failure and this issue will be tracked as an inspection followup item (IFI) i

(50-458/97008-02). |

The licensee performed a 20 percent sampling of other vent valves by visual and
! liquid penetrant testing. This trans|ated to 7 reactor coolant system and 5 others

out of a population of 52 vent valves. No heavy grinding was present on the other
welds and the liquid penetrant examination showed no evidence of cracking. This

]was a reasonable approach to ensure there were no other failed vent valve socket
welds, pending the root cause determination.

1

c. Conclusions '

The licensee's approach to the weld failure on the FCV B vent valve was
appropriate to the circumstances. An IFl was identified to follow up on the final
root cause determination.

M 1.3 Repair of Reactor Recirculation Svstem FCV B

a. Insoection Scone (62707)

The inspectors observed portions of the work and diagnostic activities associated
with the repair of FCV B under MAI 311255.

b. Observations and Findinas

Discussion on the problem with FCV B locking up was documented in NRC
Inspection Report 50-458/97-007, Section M1.2. The licensee originally justified
continued operation until the September 1997 refueling outage; however, the May 6
scram afforded the licensee the opportunity to repair the valve.

Prior to the forced outage provided by the scram, engineering and maintenance
personnel had conducted extensive troubleshooting of the FCV B hydraulics and
concluded that the problem rested within the valve internals. The hydraulic actuator
appeared to be trying to r'nove the valve stem, but could not. During the outage,
disassembly of the upper bonnet of FCV B permitted visual and dimensional checks.
There was no damage to the lever, link, pins, or valve body. Two broken metallic
pieces were found lying in the bottom of the upper valve cavity, which were later
identified as part of the stellite liner of either the guide sleeve or guide piston. To
keep the lateral stresses off the packing gland, the valve was equipped with a guide
piston that absorbed all but the longitudinal forces of the actuator. The piston had

j a stellite liner, as did the cylinder in which the piston travelled. The guide piston
| was inside the pressure boundary of the upper bonnet of the valve. After removal
| of the guide cylinder / piston assembly, two more small pieces of liner material were
| found.
:

!

-.
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With the actuator and lever disconnected from the valve stem, the valve moved )
freely. When checking for dimensions and clearances, the mechanics found no
anomalies except the vertical thrust bearing clearance was 0.025 inch, when |

0.010 inch was specified. Because the thrust shoes were the correct thickness j
(i.e., showing no measurable wear), the licensee concluded that the previous j
installation was not correctly done. This additional clearance should not have '

caused the broken liner.
i

The licensee determined the cause of FCV B locking up was the broken pieces of |
stellite jamming the guide piston, thereby preventing movement of the valve. '

FCV B had binding problems during the previous fuel cycle when the plant began
operating with increased reactor coolant flow. The valve would not open past
95 percent. During the subsequent refueling outage, the mechanics found the
actuator misaligned. This was corrected, but the misalignment may have caused !
excessive forces to develop between the guide piston and the guide cylinder liners,
subsequently cracking the liners. The licensee stated that it was also possible that
the stellite had material deficiencies.

After the valve was reassembled with a new guide piston and cylinder, the valve
operated normally and satisfactorily. As described below, the operational test was
performed without any problems. Because of the need to keep radiation exposure
ALARA, the licensee chose not to handle the broken parts of the valve because
they were highly radioactive. Therefore, the root cause of what mechanism
resulted in the breaking of the stellite liners would not be determined. The worst
case scenario with a repeat failure would be for the valve to lock up again, and
locking up is the only safety function the valve has other than limited speed of
operatiort The licensee has already demonstrated the ability to cope with a locked
up FCV.

Throughout the planning, troubleshooting, and repair of FCV B, plant personnel
demonstrated a good sensitivity to keeping exposures ALARA through frequent
briefings and the use of mockups. Another FCV was set up in the shop so that the
mechanics could practice activities to be performed in the high radiation area of
FCV B. Work at the jobsite was difficult from an accessibility standpoint and the
valve parts were heavy requiring rigging. Engineering, vendor, and radiation
protection support was well provided and the overall approach to the j

troubleshooting and repair of FCV B was methodical and minimized unnecessary |
work. !

|
c. Conclusions i

i

i

Plant personnel demonstrated excellent performance in the planning, I

troubleshooting, and repair of reactor recirculation FCV B. Exposures were kept
ALARA through the use of mockups and frequent briefings.
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M1.4 Surveillance Observations
j

!

a. Inspection Scope (61726)

|

The inspectors observed all or portions of the following surveillance tests during this I
| inspection period: i

l
!

l

STP-053-0601: Reactor Recirculation FCV B operability test (May 13, 1997).
|

STP-500-4503: Reactor Protection System Scram Discharge Volume Water |
Level High, Channel Functional Test (June 1) |

| STP-500-4521 Rod Pattern Control System Scram Discharge Volume Water
Level High, Channel Functional Test (June 1)

b. Observations and Findinas

The inspectors found that the surveillance tests listed above were conducted i

properly and meaningful results were obtained. Self-checking and peer checking j
was evident when it was appropriate to do so. During independent verification, the !

verifiers demonstrated a conscious effort to maintain independence from the l
performers. TS LCOs were entered when required. Measuring and test equipment
was verified to have been in calibration. The inspectors reviewed the completed
test documentation and noted that it was legible and all acceptance criteria were
met.

C. Conclusions

The surveillance tests observed during this inspection period were performed i

properly and in accordance with the applicable procedures. |
!

M4 Maintenance Staff Knowledge and Performance )
!
'

M4.1 Clearance Order Process Errors

a. Insoection Scooe (62707) I

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's response to CR 97-0603, which identified an
adverse trend in the clearance process. Three instances occurred where clearance
orders were improperly implemented and could have adversely affected plant
operations or personnel safety,

b. Observations and Findinas

| CR 97-0603 identified an adverse trend in tr.e clearance order process. The
individual events discussed in CR 97-0603 were us follows:

, _ _ _ _. . _ . . . -, _ ___
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On March 22,1997, the control room received an annunciator alarm for low
|

*

scram air header pressure. Investigation revealed that mechanics were
attempting to tighten a joint at Hydraulic Control Unit 40-53 that had a minor I

air leak, in order to tighten the leaking pipe fittings, the union had to be
loosened because of the piping configuration. When this was done, this
greatly increased the leakage and resulted in the low scram header pressure
alarm. The mechanics quickly retightened the union to stop the increase in
leakage. If the scram air header pressure had continued to decrease,
operators would have been required by procedure to insert a manual reactor
scram. During the work planning process, maintenance personnel failed to
recognize that, in order to tighten the leaking joint, the union had to be
loosened. Therefore, this task was performed without a clearance order and
was assumed to be minor work that did not entail high risk. Had the scope
of the work been properly communicated to the work management center, a
formal clearance order would have been ured in conjunction with an
Engineered Safety Feature / Reactor Protection System Potential actuation
sheet to alert the craftsmen to the high risk of the activity. This event was
the first example of a violation of TS 5.4.1.a for failing to irnplement
Administrative Procedure ADM-0027, " Protective Tagging," Revision 16.

On April 17, while working on the actuator for Valve G30-AOVFO14B*

(reactor water cleanup filter demineralizer service air supoly isolation), the
valve packing was expelled and the mechanic was sprayed in the face with
radioactively contaminated water. The licensee investigation revealed that
this event also was a result of failure to communicate the full scope of the
work.

Following discussions between the work management center and
maintenance personnel, they determined that the actuator work was minor in
nature and could be performed without a formal clearance. A prejob briefing
was conducted that apparently confirmed this decision. Operators closed
the valves adjacent to Valve G36-AOVFO14 to prevent unanticipated
problems with the reactor water cleanup system. However, upon arrival at
the job site, the mechanics noted that the vendor manual (referenced by the
mal) required that the valve packing flange must be removed to remove the
actuator. The mechanics did not recognize that this was an increase in the
understood scope of work and was a breach of the reacter water cleanup
system pressure boundary. As the mechanics began to loosen the packing
flange, the packing was expelled and a mechanic was sprayed with
contaminated water. Procedure ADM-0027 and Operations Section
Procedure OSP-0038, " Protective Tagging Guidelines," Revision 3, . required a
formal clearance order with two-valve isolation and a vent path in between
for work that breached a pressure boundary in which the pressure of the
system was greater than 500 psi. The failure to implement the requirements
of Procedures ADM-0027 and OSP-0038 was the second example of a
violation of TS 5.4.1.a.
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On April 23, a near miss occurred as mechanics were preparing to lubricate*

the coupling of Pump EGO-P1 A (Division i EDG lube oil keep warm pump)
and the pump automatically started. Pump EGO P1 A was required to be
formally tagged out for this task. The mechanic contacted control room
personnc|, who initiated a human danger tag to allow completion of the
work.

Subsequent licensee investigation revealed that mechanical maintenance
personnel submitted a request for a clearance order that entailed several
systems and work that was !sigely unrelated. The licensee's electronic work
management system allows one work package to be the lead work package,
with additional work being p.ocessed as an attachment. The clearance
request for work on Pump EGO-P1 A was submitted as an attachment to a |

request to work on a fuel oil strainer. The Operations tagging official did not
review the attachments to the lead clearance request when preparing the
tagout, only printed out the lead request, and then deleted the electronic
copy. A second tagging official reviewed and approved the clearance with
the deficient information provided by the first tagging official.

After receiving the clearance receipts for the preventive maintenance tasks
to be performed, the mechanical maintenance supervisor failed to ensure that
clearance orders had been prepared for all of the work to be done. In
addition, the mechanical maintenance supervisor did not walk down the
tagout prior to the work. Therefore, the supply breaker for Pump EGO-P1 A
was not opened and tagged and the pump was lined up for automatic i

operation. The inspectors concluded that it was fortuitous that the pump |

started and the mechanics recognized the clearance order error before
commencement of the work. The failure to provide an appropriate clearance
order for work on Pump EGO-P1 A was the third example of a violation of
TS 5.4.1.a.

Separate CRs were initiated on each of the above occurrences. On May 1, the
licensee recognized that a potential adverse trend in the implementation of the
clearance order process existed and CR 97-0603 was written. The licensee noted
that some craftsmen were becoming complacent in performing what they perceived
to be routine work and were not sufficiently sensitive to the risks associated with

,

work at a nuclear facility. In addition, the licensee noted that improvements were I

necessary in the electronic maintenance systems such that the tagging officials
would be cognizant of all required work and clearance orders. A Corrective Action ,

Review Board was convened.

For corrective actions, the licensee: (1) modified the electronic maintenance system
to ellow all work to be performed on a clearance request to be printed out together,
(2) briefed operations and maintenance personnel on the requirement to follow the
clearance process no matter how innocuous the task seems and the importance of
communicating to operations the complete scope of work, (3) took appropriate
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disciplinary action, and (4) revised the initial training modules for operations tagging
officials and maintenance clearance holders on the electronic maintenance system
and the clearance process.

|
The above three examples of failing to appropriately implement the clearance order j
process of Procedure ADM-0027 constitute a violation of TS 5.4.1.a. However, i

this licensee identified and corrected violation is being treated as an NCV consistent
with Section Vll.B.1 of the NRC Enforcement Policy. Specifically, the violation was
identified by the licensee and was not willful, actions taken as a result of a previous

i

violation should not have corrected this problem, and appropriate corrective actions |
were completed by the licensee (50-458/97008-03). l

c. Conclusions

i

A noncited violation was identified for three examples of failing to properly establish j

clearances for work isolation. Personnel in operations and maintenance failed to
{communicate properly and follow procedures, which led to these three occurrences. 1

The licensee appropriately recognized that an adverse trend in establishing clearance
boundaries existed and initiated a trending CR.

M8 Miscellaneous Maintenance issues

M8.1 (Closed) IFl 50-458/96015-04: Review of all safety-related MOVs to verify that the ~ !
calculated design basis differential pressure for each valve was comparable to the
actual conditions anticipated during normal operation, accident conditions, and
anticipated transient conditions as required by Generic Letter 8910, " Safety-Related
Motor-Operated Valve Testing and Surveillance."

I
On October 24,1996, while performing inservice stroke testing of standby service
water valves, manual containment isolation Valve SWP-MOV818 failed to fully
close. The thrust set into the valve was insufficient to overcome the valve
differential pressure. This was because the thrust was calculated on the basis of a
design basis differential pressure that was less than the valve actually experienced.
Although the specific problem was resolved, the inspectors questioned whether
there were other valves with similar discrepancies.

The licensee performed a detailed review and documented the results in Engineering
Request 97-0018, "GL 8910 MOV DP Scenario Review." The report identified
23 MOVs that had design basis differential pressures less than the differential
pressures that could be experienced during testing or operation. However, 22 of
the 23 valves either had sufficient actual thrust values set in, based on test data, to
accommodate the additional differential pressures without damaging the valves, or
the increased value applied only to the nonsafety direction of valve movement. The
licensee'aiready initiated action under CR 96-0931 to recalculate the design basis
minimum thrust for these valves to ensure the actual thrust set in during future
testing and maintenance will remain adequate to overcome the expected differential

.. - - - - .-
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pressures. Main steam isolation valve drain isolation Valve B21-MOVF086 did not
have sufficient thrust set in to overcome full main steam oressure; however, the
valve woulo only be subjected to full main steam pressure if the normally closed
downstream valves were opened. Furthermore, Valve 821-MOVF086 had a sing'e
safety function to be closed manually 20 minutes after a loss-of-coolant accider,t to ;

enable the main steam positive leakage control system to seal the valve. During |

this scenario main steam pressure would be low enough for the valve to overcome
the differential pressure, if any existed. The licensee submitted a license
amendment to eliminate the positive leakage control system. If approval is granted,
the licensee indicated an intent to remove the valve from the GL 89-10 program,
because it will no longer have a safety related function.

Engineering Request 97-0018 also identified a listing of valves that currently did not
have differential pressures higher than the design basis. This list was transmitted to
Operations to advise them that changes in the expected differential pressure could
result from changes in procedures and that personnel changing procedures must be
sensitive to this potential problen,

lif, Enaineerina

El Conduct of Engineering

E1.1 Inaooropriate Damoer Alianment for SGTS Testina

a. Inspection Scope (37551)

The inspectors reviewed the engineering actions in response to CR 97-0526, which
identified the conduct of secondary containment drawdown 9 sting with an
inappropriate damper alignment.

b. Observations and Findinas
1

On April 15,1997, while addressing a concern (documented on CR 97-0281) over
difficulties encountered by plant personnel opening the auxiliary building secondary
containment doors while the SGTS was in oper.%n, the licensee identified a

!
discrepancy in the damper alignment specifid end used for drawdown surveillance
testing of secondary containment v.6 aquired by TS Surveillance

;

Requirement 3.6.4.1.4. This test verifiec, that SGTS will reduce (i.e., draw down)
,

the ambient atmospheric pressure in the shield buik:ing annulus and the auxiliary
I building to at least a vacuum of 0.5 and 0.25 inches of water gauge in no more

than 18.5 and 13.5 seconds, respectively. The applicable procedures specified a
normal SGTS damper alignment for the test, which included having the SGTS fan
recirculation dampers in their normally closed position. The recirculation dampers
(GTS-AOD22A/B) were placed in the system to allow reduction in the vacuum in the
auxiliary building, thereby allowing easier access through the doors. However, the
dampers were designed to fail open on loss of instrumer t air, and thus the

|
|

_ _ - - _ - _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ - . _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - _ . - -
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drawdown survei: lance test had been conducted in a nonconservative manner. The
TS acceptance criteria were met only with the recirculation dampers closed, calling
to question SGTS capability to draw down the buildings within the specified time

,

limits when the recirculation dampers were in the failed open position.

The licensee promptly closed the manual balancing dampers (GTS-DMP5A/B) to
ensure operability and to keep the SGTS in the as-tested configuration until the
problem could be resolved. The balancing dampers were in the same flow path as
the recirculation dampers, thereby eliminating the recirculation path that would
otherwise be set up on a loss of instrument air. The inspectors expressed concern
that this was an acceptable immediate corrective action for the short term;
however, it did not so!ve the original problem of personnel access to the auxiliary.

building with the high vacuum exerting an opposing force on the doors. The
licensee was reluctant to perform the drawdown test at power because it would

: place the plant in a 4-hour shutdown LCO in accordance with TS 3.6.4.1. This
issue became moot when the plant was manually scrammed on May 6.

After the plant was shut down, the licensee performed a series of tests

'

demonstrating that, with the balancing dampers in the position they were in prior to,

closing them and with the recirculation dampers open, the SGTS could not draw
down the auxiliary building within the specified 13.5 seconds. This was not a
problem with the recirculation dampers kept closed in accordance with the system
operating procedure, but would have been if the recirculation dampers failed open
on loss of instrument air. However, further testing revealed that the instrument air
accumulators would have held the recirculation dampers closed long enough for
SGTS to draw down the auxiliary building within 13.5 seconds. The accumulator
boundary valves were not in the inservice test program; however, the accumulators,

had no safety function. Therefore, the licensee could not take credit for the
accumulators to maintain the recirculation dampers closed.

The licensee balanced the SGTS with the recirculation dampers open and revised
Procedures STP-257-0601 and -0602, "SGTS Train A(B) Drawdown Test," to
require testing with the recirculation dampers open. On May 11, both Trains A and
B SGTS were tested and met the TS acceptance criteria. The system operating
procedure was also revised to require the recirculation dampers to be in automatic

i instead of closed and, when running SGTS manually, the revised procedure required
the operators to open the dampers to facilitate auxiliary building access.

.

The inspectors questioned how personnel would be able to gain access to the
auxiliary building in the event of a control room evacuation. This scenario typically
would result in a s' art of both trains of SGTS with one of the recirculation dampers
closed from a short circuit caused by a fire. The licensee initiated CR 97-0703 to
address this icsue. The licensee's engineers calculated a potential force required to
open the auxiliary building door to be 442 pounds. As an interim solution, the
licensee staged rigging equipment (a "Cumatong") near the outside of the 95-foot
elevation auxiliaiy building door for personnel to pull the door open enough to break
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the seal. Inside the door a crow bar was staged to facilitate egress from the
auxiliary building. The licensee stated that this interim solution will be in eff .t until
the vacuum can be reduced. This will require increasing the allowable drawdown
time in the TS and the licensee indicated that there was sufficient margin available
for a justifiable change to the TS.

Failure to maintain Procedures STP-257-0601 and -0602, "SGTS Train A (Train B)
Drawdown Test," Revisions 11 and 2, to adequately configure the SGTS for testing
with the recirculation dampers open is a violation of TS 5.4.1. This
licensee-identified and corrected violation is being treated as an NCV consistent
with Section Vll.B.1 of the NRC Enforcement Policy. Specifically, the violation was
identified by the licensee and was not willful, actions taken as a result of a previous
violation should not have corrected this problem, and appropriate corrective actions
were completed by the licensee (50-458/96008-04).

c. Conclusions

Engineering demonstrated good attention to detail by identifying an inappropriate
damper position applied during the auxiliary building drawdovsn test. An NCV was
identified for f ailure to maintain an adequate surveillance test procedure. The
interim engineering resolution of the auxiliary building access problem caused by
high vacuum developed by operation of the SGTS was marginally acceptable.

IV. Plant Sunoort

P4 Staff Knowledge and Performance in Emergency rianning

P4.1 NOUE Resultina from Drvwell Leakane

a. Inspection Scoce (71750)

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's response to the manual reactor scram and
followup drywell inspection on May 6,1997, with respect to emergency planning.

b. Observations and Findinas

On May 6,1997, following a manual reactor scram, the licensee inspected the
drywell to locate the source of a 2.5 gpm unidentified leak as discussed in
Section 01.2 of this inspection report. At 4:52 p.m. on May 6, while the plant was
in Mode 3 (Hot Shutdown), the licensee idt.a.tified a weld leek on Valve RCS-V3003,
which was a vent and drain \ Tive on FCV B. The Shift Superintendent (SS) noted
that this leak was from the reactor coolant pressure boundary as defined in
10 CFR 50.2. The SS recalled that, although Valve RCS-V3003 was in between
the Recirculation loop B isolation valves, the isolation valves had exhibited gross
leakage in the past. Therefore, the SS reasoned that the weld leak at
Valve RCS-V3003 was pressure boundary leakage as defined in TS 1.1. The SS

. _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _
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entered TS 3.4.5, which requires that, if pressure boundary leakage is detected in
Mode 3, the plant must be cooled down to less than 200 F within 24 hours.

The SS believed that Emergency implementing Procedure EIP-2-001, " Classification
of Emergencies," Revision 8, did not apply to this situation. The SS recognized that
the licensee was required by Procedure EIP-2-001 to declare a NOUE if drywell
unidentified leakage exceeded 5 gpm and, since drywell unidentified leakage was
2 gpm, the SS, in error, assumed that review of the emergency plan was not
necessary to properly classify the event.

At 8:15 a.m. on May 7, during review of the previous day's events, the ;nspectors
noted that the SS had determined that pressure boundary leakage existed. The

,

inspectors reviewed Procedure EIP-2-001 and noted that Emergency Action Level 3 |
of Procedure EIP-2-001 required the licensee to declarc a NOUE for exceeding any
leakage limit in TS 3.4.5, including the identification of any pressure boundary
leakage. Therefore, upon entry into TS LCO 3.4.5 the previous evening, the
licensee was required to declare a NOUE and take the actions prescribed in the
emergency plan.4

The inspecto s questioned the SS on this issue because the plant was stillin
Mode 3 (at approximately 265 F) on the morning of May 7. Because of the
inspectors' concern, the SS reviewed Procedure EIP-2-001 and declared a NOUE at

.

!,

9 a.m. on May 7. Upon properly classifying the event, the licensee made the '

necessary notifications in a timely manner. The licensee initiated a CR for failure to
properly implement the emergency plan when required. The failure to properly
classify the event and declare a NOUE upon determination that pressure boundary
leakage existed is a violation of 10 CFR 50.54(q) (50-458/97008-05).

The licensee continued to cool down the plant until the plant entered Mode 4 (cold
shutdown) at 1 p.m. on May 7. The licensee exited the NOUE at that time.

Following this event, licensee management determined that the SS designating the
weld leak at Valve RCS-V3003 as pressure boundary leakage was a conservative
decision. The licensee wrote a position paper that stated that any leak between the
recirculation loop isolation valves, by definition in TS 1.1, was not pressure
boundary leakage regardless of the leak tightness of the loop isolation valves. The
inspectors noted that the recirculation loop isolation valves were not safety-related,
environmentally qualified, in the licensee's MOV program, in the inservice test
program, leak tested, and did not have a rigorous preventive maintenance plan;
therefore, the inspectors concluded that it was uncertain if these valves could be
relied upon to isolate a leak.

c. Conclusions

A violation was identified for failing to properly classify and declare entry into a
NOUE when operators determined that pressure boundary leakage existed. The
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inspectors prompted the licensee (approximately 16 hours after the licensee initially
identified the weld leak) to properly claNfy the event. The SS did not sufficiently
review the emergency implementing procedures to identify the need to declare a
NOUE.

S1 Conduct of Security and Safeguards Activities

S 1.1 General Comments (71750)

During routine tours, the inspectors noted that the security officers were alert at
j their posts, security boundaries were being maintained properly, and screening

processes at the Primary Access Point were performed well.
'

F1 Control of Fire Protection Activities

F1.1 Failure to Imolement Hourly Firewatch Tours

a. insoection Scoce (71750)

| The inspectors reviewed the licensee's actions in response to CR 97-0007, where a
person designated to perform hourly fire watch duties failed +? do so. The

| inspectors also reviewed the licensee's actions in response to subsequent
! CR 97-0707 where, again, hourly fire watch duties were not performed as

scheduled.

b. Observations and Findinas

On January 6,1997, a security officer noticed a fire watch person present in the
break room at a time when the fire watch tours were usually in progress. The
security officer communicated this observation to his supeivisor and the fire watch
person was questioned. The fire watch person stated that he did not complete the
7 a.m. fire watch tours as required because he did not feel up to it and offered no
valid excuse. Further review revealed that the fire watch route log had been
completed and initialled by this fire watch person, indicating all areas assigned to
him had been toured, when in fact the tours had not been completed. The
inspectors reviewed the route log and noted that the 6 a.m. and 7 a.m. tours were
signed off by this fire watch person, as well as many others during the previous
2 months. Section 5.6 of Fire Protection Procedure FPP-0070, Revision 8, requires,
in part, the fire watch person to visually inspect each area listed on the patrol fire
watch route log.

The fire watch person was suspended pending further investigation by Corporate
Security and CR 97-0007 was initiated. Key card histories were run on all fire

| watch personnel from November 1,1996, through January 6,1997, to determine if
| this fire watch person had failed to perform any other tours and to determine if any

other personnel had failed to perform their tours. The key card histories confirmed
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that all other fire watch personnel were performing their tours as required; however,
the fire watch person in question had failed to complete 105 of the 305 tours he
signed off as properly completed. Key card histories also revealed that Security
supervisors had performed'198 tours or checks on fire watches since November 1,
1996, and in particular, four different supervisors accompanied this fire watch
person on 13 tours to observe his performance. No anomalies with this individual
had been identified.

Responsibility for the fire watch function had been transferred to Plant Security as
of November 1,1996, when The Wackenhut Corporation provided new fire watch
personnel to River Bend. The inspectors noted that fire watch personnel were
trained and appropriately supervised. Expectations for performance of fire watch
duties were clearly stated and were posted in the break room. However, there was
no process in place to ensure that hourly tours were,in fact, performed as required.

The licensee considered this problem to have been an isolated case involving a
single individual. The individual was terminated on January 8,1997. The
licensee's plant security superintendent instructed The Wackenhut Corporation to
. meet with fire watch personnel to reiterate the importance of their function and
what to do if they could not complete their assigned tours.

Multiple failures between November 1,1996, and January 6,1997, to complete fire
watch tours as specified in the fire watch route log in accordance with
Procedure FPP-0070 is a violation of TS 5.4.1.d (50-458/97008-06).

On May 13,1997, a 1 a.m. fire watch tour was not performed. In this instance,
the problem was identified by security supervision upon reviewing the fire watch
route log. CR 97-0707 was initiated and the subsequent hourly tours were
performed as scheduled. The cause of this failure was that the normally assigned
fire watch person was scheduled for a break and a fire watch qualified security
officer was scheduled on the E-Shift Rotation Security Schedule to perform the tour.
However, the security officer failed to read the schedule and, therefore, did not
know he was to make the tour.

Failure to perform the required fire watch tour at 1 a.m., on May 13,1937, in
accordance with Procedure FPP-0070 is a violation of TS 5.4.1.d. This
licensee-identified and corrected violation is being treated as an NCV consistent
with Section Vll.B.1 of the NRC Enforcement Policy. Specifically, the violation was.

identified by the licensee and was not willful, actions taken as a result of a previous
violation should not have corrected this problem, and appropriate corrective actions
were completed by the licensee (50-458/97008-07).

The licensee performed an analysis to determine the root cause(s) of the above
problems and came to the conclusion that there was no process in place to prevent
fire watch tours from being missed before they occur. Corrective actions taken by
the licensee to address this root cause were:
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Fire watch tours were added to the Security Shift Report and Radio Log*

(SECFM 111). The Secondary Alarm Station will be notified and will
document the start and completion of each fire watch tour, each hour.

Fire watch personnel wete equipped with radios for calling in start and stop*

times of tours.

The Security Department issued a bulletin to reinforce expectations on the*

above corrective actions.

The inspectors noted that the above corrective actions addressed the specific
causes and will probably ensure that people being relied upon to perform specific j

hourly fire watch tours will be aware of their assignments; however, the inspectors
noted that the corrective actions (or existing processes) did not appear to ensure
that fire watch tours were completed in the areas specified on the fire watch route
log,

l

|

The licensee responded that random key card history checks that have been and I

will continue to be performed acted as a deterrent against improper or abbreviated
tours. This coupled with supervisory oversight provided adequate assurance,
though after the fact, that tours were being conducted in accordance with the fire
watch soute log. The inspector, acknowledged the licensee's position. |

!

c. Conclusions |

The licensee's fire protection program was flawed in the area of hourly fire watch I
implementation in that no process was in place to ensure that the hourly tours were |

completed as scheduled. A violation was identified by the licensee where, over a
,

2-month period,105 of 305 tours were not conducted by a single individual. An |
NCV was identified and corrected by the licensee 4 months later, when a different
individual failed to conduct a required fire watch tour, as scheduled, for different
causes.

|

V. Manaaement Meetinas |

X1 Exit Meeting Summary

The inspectors presented the inspection results to members of licensee management at the |
conclusion of the inspection on June 16,1997. The licensee acknowledged the findings |

presented.
;

The inspectors asked the licensee whether any materials examined during the inspection
should be considered proprietary. No proprietary information was identified.
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ATTACHMENT

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

PARTIAL LIST OF PERSONS CONTACTED

Licensee

J. P. Dimmette, General Manager, Plant Operations
M. A. Dietrich, Director, Quality Programs
D. L. Dormady, Manager, Plant Engineering
J. R. Douet, Manager, Maintenance
J. Holmes, Superintendent, Chemistry
H. B. Hutchens, Superintendent, Plant Security )
D. N. Lorfing, Supervisor, Licensing i

J. R. McGaha, Vice President Operations I

W. P. O'Malley, Manager, Operations
D. L. Pace, Director, Design Engineering |
A. D. Wells, Superintendent, Radiation Control j

l

INSPECTION PROCEDURES (IP) USED

IP 37551 Onsit - Engineering

IP 61726 Surveillance Observations

IP 62707 Maintenance Observation |

IP 71707 Plant Operations

IP 71750 Plant Support Activities

IP 92700 Onsite Followup of Written Reports of Nonroutine Events at Power
Reactor Facilities

IP 93702 Prompt Onsite Response to Events at Operating Power Reactors

IP 92902 Followup - Maintenance

ITEMS OPENED AND CLOSED
!

Opened i

50-458/97008-02 IFl Root cause of failed FCV vent valve weld (Section M1.2)

50-458/97008-05 VIO Failure to properly classify and declare a NOUE
(Section P4.1)

50-458/97008-06 VIO Failure to perform fire watch tours (Section F1.1)
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Closed

50-458/96015-04 IFl Review of MOV thrust settings to cope with expected
differential pressure (Section M8.1)

Opened and Closed |
50-458/97008-01 NCV Failure to follow procedures requiring TS LCO entry

(Section 01.2) i

50-458/97008-03 NCV Failure to properly implement thre6 clearances
(Section M4.1)

50-458/97008-04 NCV Incorrect damper position for SGTS surveillance I
(Section E1.1) I

50-458/97008-07 NCV Failure to perform a single firewatch tour (Section F1.1) |

|
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LIST OF ACRONYMS USED

ALARA as low as reasonably achievable

CR Condition Report

EDG emergency diesel generator

EOOS equipment out of service

EPA electrical protection assembly

FCV flow control valve

gpm gallons per minute

IFl inspection followup item

IP inspection procedure

kV kilovolts

LCO limiting condition for operation
,

1
LPCI low pressure coolant injection

!
1

MAI Maintenance Action Item |

MOV motor-operated valve

MStV main steam isolation valve

NCV noncited violation
'

\NOUE Notification Of Unusual Event ;
1

PDR Public Document Room

RHR residual heat removal

RPS reactor protection system

SEA safety and engineering analysis

SERT Significant Event Response Team
|

SGTS standby gas treatment system i

SS Shift Superintendent

STA Shift Technical Advisor

TS Technical Specification

|

I

i


